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Advance the Walkaway Way

WELCOME

I am looking forward to getting to know you and your child throughout the
coming year. As your child’s teacher, it is my goal to help them become a
confident learner.
Communication between home and school is important and your
involvement strengthens your child’s learning success. Using the Seesaw
app allows me to easily communicate with families and showcase student
work throughout the year. I am available most days after school, to discuss
any issues that may affect their learning. I prefer afternoons, as often there is
lots to organise in the mornings before school.
Student’s school diaries are a good tool for communication between home
and school. Please remind your child to bring their diary and Home Reader
to school every day. If there is important information I need to know
regarding your child’s wellbeing a note is the best way to communicate to
respect their privacy.
If you wish to speak about your child’s needs or progress please email me on
Suzanne.Heywood@education.wa.edu.au, message me via See Saw or
contact the school on 99260200 to arrange a meeting time. I check my
emails daily and this is the easiest and quickest way to get in touch. You can
even email me or message me via See Saw to explain why your child was
absent.
Regards,

Suzie Heywood

TIMETABLE
Our current timetable ensures your child has access to all areas of the curriculum; this
may be subject to change over the year.

Staff in our class:
Ms Suzie Heywood- Classroom Teacher
Mrs Sharon Holliday - Education Assistant

We also have the following teachers:
Indonesian - Ms Ibu Erlin
Writer’s Workshop—Mrs Lorraine Chapman
Physical Education - Mrs Cherith Nelson-Milnes
Visual Arts—Mrs Kristen Hogue
Music—Mr Chris Clune

Our Routines

In Room 2, we focus on
building independence. To
prepare for our day, we need
to:
put out our chair
put our reading folder in
the box
hand in diary and home
reading
forms and money (if
applicable)
put our Crunch n' sip on
our desk and lunch box in
the fridge
fill and put our drink bottle
on our desk
have our pencil case out,
with ruler, pencil, eraser
and red pen ready
Please help by making sure
your child has plenty of rest
and arrives on time so they
can be ready for the day. Our
learning begins as soon as the
school day starts.

is on

TUESDAY

How you
can help
your child
at home

Home reading is the most important and beneficial
homework your child will ever do.
Please support your child to read for at least 15-20
minutes 5 times per week.

They can borrow
books from school,
read their library
book or read a book
from home. Write
their reading in their
Home Reading
Journal and send in
to be recorded in
class.
From time to time I
will send home a
task that needs to be
finished, or
something to think
about to prepare for
a topic we are
working on at school.

OUR SCHOOL
PROGRAMS
At Walkaway Primary School we are
committed to whole school approaches.
This minimises the load on learning new
structures and language, allowing the
students to focus on the content.
We employ:
an explicit teaching model which
includes daily warm ups to help
students transfer knowledge to the
long term memory,
'What We Are Learning Today' and
'What I am Looking For' to direct
students learning
full participation strategies to ensure
all students are engaged in the
learning at all times.
PRIME Maths - we introduced this program to our school in 2021. We are
developing common problem solving methods, mental strategies, mathematical
language and knowledge.
Sounds Write - Sounds Write is a quality first phonics programme. It is a highly
structured synthetic phonics program with the purpose of teaching reading, spelling
and writing using a multisensory approach.
The lessons are clearly structured and easy to follow, building conceptual
understanding, factual knowledge and the three essential skills of blending
(combining sounds to form words), segmenting (separating sounds in words) and
phoneme manipulation ("playing" around with sounds in words to make new words).
In Room 2, we apply our knowledge of initial code (single sounds and sound
manipulation, along with simple digraphs - sh, ch, th, wh) and extended code
(learning the 44 sounds in English) to build our spelling vocabulary, with an
emphasis on polysyllabic words and morphology (origins of words). Studying
morphology allows us to apply spelling rules to decode and spell unknown words.
There is a free parent course on initial code if you would like further information:
Sounds Write for Parents

COMMON
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MORPHOLOGY

What is a morpheme?
A morpheme is the smallest unit of meaning within a word. These units of meaning are
spelled consistently even though their pronunciation may change within words, e.g.,
child/children, heal/healthy. Understanding morphemes is important for understanding
reading and spelling. English has a complex writing system that is representative of both
sound and meaning.
A morpheme can be a whole word (run), a word part (-ing) or a single letter (-s).
Morphemes can be one syllable (eat, church) or more than one syllable (water, carrot,
salad), or even a single letter in the case of adding /s/ to indicate plural or third person
singular verb eg. waits.
Morphemes include;
prefixes such as un, re, dis
suffixes such as s/es, ed, er, ing
base words such as help, form
roots such as rupt, port, ject
The word cats has two morphemes, ‘cat’, meaning the furry feline animal, and ‘s’ that
denotes the plural.
How morphology supports learning
Students should be taught about prefixes,
suffixes, roots, and base words because it will
help them to understand the words they will
encounter in upper grades, words such as
predict (pre=before & dict = say or tell),
kilometre (kilo = 1000 & metre = unit of length)
or biography (bio = life & graphy = process of
writing or recording). (Deacon, Kiefer & Laroche,
2014).

Below are some powerpoint slides which may be used by staff to teach morphemes:

BAR PROBLEM
SOLVING METHOD
The Bar Model Method is one of the most powerful strategies for mathematical
problem solving. It allows students to solve complex word problems using visual
representation.
Here are 3 short clip which demonstrate applying the bar model method beginning
from understanding the part-part whole premise which is the building block for this
method:
Part Whole Method : Draw Part-Whole Model Examples - Singapore Math - YouTube
Problem Solving Basics : Learn Model Drawing Easily with Whole Numbers - YouTube
3 Types of Methods : Bar Models Math Made Easy - YouTube
At Walkaway, we apply the following steps to make sure we are including all parts of the
Bar Model Method process:

PRINTING
Aligned with our whole school approach, we have a common printing/handwriting
font across the school. In Room 2, we focus on the cursive alphabet so we are
preparing to do speedloops and devloping our own style in Room 4. Below are the
4 stages of introducing this font, showing the progression.

BEHAVIOUR
MANAGEMENT
We follow the Positive Behaviour in Schools approach with the focus on encouraging
productive behaviours. We reward positive choices both extrinsically (reward WALK faction
tokens) and intrinsically (could be an individual conversation celebrating choices or progress).

VIEWING
Viewing films and television programs is an important aspect of our literacy program.
Teaching students how to understand the devices and techniques used to influence the
viewer and understanding a range of visual, written and multi-modal (combination) texts
is integral in developing their comprehension and literacy skills. When studying a novel it
is a good opportunity to compare how events are portrayed in film.
Many suitable movies are rated PG. I need your permission to show PG rated movies at
school. I would only be showing PG films suitable for Year 3 or 4; however I do need your
permission to select an age appropriate film that is not G rated. We sometimes use clips
to show a story orientation or to show how dialogue is used to describe characters. For
example; in the movie “Up” how does the setting reflect the mood of the main character?
What does the main character say that gives you a clue about his personality?
The PG rating can vary from covering some simple and mild themes such as ‘Ice Age’,’
Shrek’, ‘Charlie & The Chocolate Factory’, ‘Chronicles of Narnia’, & ‘Up’ and for students in
Year 5 or 6 can include some more difficult or challenging content such as ‘Bridge to
Terabithia’ (main character dies) ‘Harry Potter’ centred around a scary Wizard Voldemort
who has power over all.
The following explanation of PG rating is from Australian Government Department of
Communication and the Arts
“The impact of PG (Parental Guidance) classified films and computer games should be
no higher than mild, but they may contain content that children find confusing or
upsetting and may require the guidance of parents and guardians. They may, for
example, contain classifiable elements such as language and themes that are mild in
impact.” It is not recommended for viewing or playing by persons under 15 without
guidance from parents or guardians.
Should you wish to discuss this further, please contact me via seesaw or email
and I can give you a call. If you DO NOT give permission for your child to watch
PG films at school as related to their learning program, please email me.

GROWTH MINDSET
How we respond to setbacks and the challenges of school life can determine how
we learn and grow. You can make the most of setbacks and challenges by
adopting a Growth Mindset. A Growth Mindset is essentially about learning how
best to respond to challenges that come your way, now and into the future.
A growth mindset is not fixed and can be developed.

ZONES OF REGULATION

To assist our students with social and emotional regulation, we use the Zones of Regulation
program. Students are explicitly taught the four zones, how to recognise which zone they are
in and strategies to help them regulate back to the green zone. We are all in different zones at
different times and that is okay.

Please contact me if you have any queries
Suzanne.Heywood@education.wa.edu.au

Call the office on 9926 0200 and they will help you set up an appointment
Website: walkawayps.wa.edu.au

